When using statistical models (such as a classifier) in a streaming environment, there is often a need to detect and adapt to concept drifts to mitigate any deterioration in the model's predictive performance over time. Unfortunately, the ability of popular concept drift approaches in detecting these drifts in the relationship of the response and predictor variable is often dependent on the distribution characteristics of the data streams, as well as its sensitivity on parameter tuning. This paper presents Hierarchical Linear Four Rates (HLFR), a framework that detects concept drifts for different data stream distributions (including imbalanced data) by leveraging a hierarchical set of hypothesis tests in an online setting. The performance of HLFR is compared to benchmark approaches using both simulated and real-world datasets spanning the breadth of concept drift types. HLFR significantly outperforms benchmark approaches in terms of accuracy, G-mean, recall, delay in detection and adaptability across the various datasets.
Introduction
Numerous real-world applications such as fraud detection, user preference prediction, email filtering, etc. [5] capture intrinsically changes in the relationship of the incoming data streams. Current approaches to address these concept drifts fall into two categories [17, 7] . The first approach is to automatically adapt the parameters of the statistical model in an incremental fashion, as new data are observed. The second approach is to have a concept drift detector in addition to the statistical model, whose purpose is to signal the need for retraining the statistical model, on account of having observed a concept drift in the data. Unlike the first approach that focuses only on mitigating the effect of concept drift, the second approach also helps identify when the concept drift has occurred. This paper focuses on concept drift detection approaches.
A popular concept drift detection approach is Drift Detection Method (DDM) [5] . The test statistic DDM monitors is the overall classification error (P (t) error ) and its empirical standard deviation (Ŝ (t) error = P (t) error (1 −P (t) error )/t). Since DDM focuses on the overall error rate, it fails to detect a drift unless the sum of false positive and false * University of Florida, FL † Robert Bosch Research and Technology Center, USA negatives changes. This limitation is accentuated when detecting concept drift in imbalanced classification tasks. Early Drift Detection Method (EDDM) [1] was proposed to achieve better detection results when dealing with slow gradual changes by monitoring the distance between the two classification errors. However it requires us to wait for a minimum of 30 classification errors before calculating the monitoring statistic at each decision point which is not well suited for imbalanced data. A third loss-monitoring method, i.e., STEPD [16] , compares the accuracy on a recent window with the overall accuracy excluding the recent window by applying a test of equal proportion. Drift Detection Method for Online Class Imbalance (DDM-OCI) [20] addresses the limitation of DDM when data is imbalanced. However, DDM-OCI triggers a number of false positives due to an inherent weakness in the model. DDM-OCI assumes that the concept drift in imbalanced streaming data classification is indicated by the change of underlying true positive rate (i.e., minority-class recall). This hypothesis unfortunately does not account for scenarios when concept drift occurs without affecting minority-class recall. For instance, it is very possible that the underlying concept drifts from imbalanced data to balanced data, while the true positive rate (TPR), positive predictive value (PPV) and F-measure remain unchanged. This type of drift is unlikely to be detected by DDM-OCI. The test statistic used by DDM-OCIR (t) T P R is also not approximately distributed as N (P (t) T P R , P (t) T P R (1−P (t) T P R ) t ) under the stable concept 1 . Hence, the TPR rationale of constructing confidence levels specified in [5] is not suitable with the null distribution ofR (t) T P R . This is the reason DDM-OCI triggers false positives quickly and frequently. Linear Four Rates (LFR) was proposed to address the limitation of DDM-OCI by monitoring the four rates associated with the confusion matrix of the data stream [19] . Although, LFR performs much better than DDM-OCI, it still triggered false alarms.
To address the limitations of existing approaches, we present a two-layered hierarchical hypothesis testing framework (HLFR) for concept drift detection. Unlike other approaches, HLFR not only detects all possible variants of concept drift with the least false alarms, it can do
1R (t)
T P R is a modified estimator of P (t) T P R , which satisfiesR (t) so even in the presence of imbalanced class labels. HLFR is independent of the underlying classifier and outperforms existing approaches in terms of earliest detection of concept drift, with the least false alarms and best precision.
Problem Formulation
We are given a continuous stream of labeled streaming samples {X t , y t }, t = 1, 2, ..., where X t is a d-dimensional vector in a pre-defined vector space X = R d and y t ∈ {0, 1} 2 . At every time point t, we split the samples in a set S A of n A recent ones and a set S B containing n B examples that appeared prior to those in S A . We would now like to know whether or not the mapping f from X t to y t in S A were the same as in S B .
A closely related topic to concept drift detection is the well-known change-point detection problem in machine learning and statistics community, whereas the goal of the latter is to detect changes in the generating distributions P (X t ) of the streaming data. The standard tools for change-point detection are methods from statistical decision theory. These methods usually compute a statistic from the available data, which is sensitive to changes between the two sets of examples. The measured values of the statistic are then compared to the expected value under the null hypothesis that both samples are from the same distribution. The resulting p-value can be seen as a measure of the strength of the drift. A good statistic must be sensitive to data properties that are likely to change by a large margin between samples from differing distributions.
Although a drift in generating distribution P (X t ) may result in a change in the learning problem, the detection of any type of distributional change remains a challenge, especially when X t is high-dimensional data [7, 19] . To achieve high detection accuracy, we adopted the principle of risk minimization [18] and solved the problem directly by monitoring the "significant" drift in the prediction risk (i.e., classification loss) of the underlying predictor rather than the intermediate problem of change-point detection. This is motivated by the fact that any drift of P (f (X t ), y t ) would imply a drift in P (X t , y t ) with probability 1, wherê f is the incrementally learned predictor (or classifier).
Hierarchical Linear Four Rate (HLFR)
This paper presents a two-layered hierarchical hypothesis testing framework (HLFR) for concept drift detection. Once a potential drift is detected by the Layer-I test of HLFR, the Layer-II test is performed to confirm (or deny) the validity of the suspected drift. The results of the Layer-II feeds back to the Layer-I of the framework, reconfiguring and restarting Layer-I as needed. The HLFR framework differs from the mere execution of two subsequent tests as the two layers cooperate by exchanging information about the detected drift to improve online detection ability 3 , as 2 This paper only considers binary classification 3 Note that the Layer-I and Layer-II test can also be executed separately and independently, i.e., merely operating the Layer-I test, shown in Fig.1 .
HLFR treats the underlying classifier as a black-box and does not make use of any of its intrinsic properties. This modular property of the framework allows it be deployed alongside any classifier (k-nearest neighbors, multilayer perceptron, etc.) unlike concept drift detectors that are designed to only work with (e.g.) linear discriminant classifiers [14] , or support vector machines (SVM) [13] . This paper selects soft margin SVM as the baseline classifier due to its universality and stability [3] .
Given the robustness of detecting concept drift by monitoring the four rates of the confusion matrix streams (more specifically, true positive rate (tpr), true negative rate (tnr), positive predictive value (ppv) and negative predictive value (npv)), even in the presence of imbalanced class labels [19] , HLFR uses hypothesis tests that monitor these four rates in its Layer-I test. The second layer of HLFR uses the test statistic (or quantity) strictly related to that used at the Layer-I to conduct a permutation test. If a drift is confirmed, the HFLR framework signals a detection, otherwise the Layer-I detection output is considered to be a false positive and the test (eventually retrained) restarts to assess forthcoming data.
Experiments on synthetic dataset and real world applications demonstrate that HLFR outperforms state-ofthe-art methods by significantly reducing false positives and guaranteeing low false negatives and detection delays. HLFR, is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Layer-I Hypothesis Testing
Layer-I uses a drift detection algorithm that works in an online fashion. Linear Four Rates (LFR) [19] is used as the Layer-I test, as it has been experimentally proven that LFR outperforms benchmarks in terms of recall, accuracy and detection delay, in a majority of the cases.
The underlying concept for LFR strategy is straightforward: under a stable concept (i.e., P (X t , y t ) remains unchanged), P tpr ,P tnr ,P ppv ,P npv remains the same. Thus, a significant change of any P ( ∈ tpr, tnr, ppv, npv) implies a change in underlying joint distribution P (X t , y t ), or concept. More specifically, at each time instant t, LFR the HLFR framework reduces to our previously proposed LFR [19] ; merely operating the Layer-II test may also achieve satisfactory results at the cost of expensive computation. Perform Layer-I hypothesis testing.
3:
if (Layer-I detects potential drift point T pot ) then
4:
Perform Layer-II hypothesis testing on T pot
5:
if (Layer-II confirms the potentiality of T pot ) then 6: {T cd } ← T pot 7:
Discard T pot ; Reconfigure and restart Layer-I 9:
end if 10: end if 11: end for conducts statistical tests with the following null and alternative hypothesis:
The concept is stable under H 0 and is considered to have potential drift if H A holds. LFR modifies P (t) with
as employed in [20, 21] (also see footnote 2). R
is essentially a weighted linear combination of classifier's previous performance and current performance. Given the fact that R (t) follows a weighted i.i.d. Bernoulli distribution (see proof in [19] ), we are able to obtain the bound table BoundTable by Monte-Carlo simulations. Having computed the bounds, the framework considers that a concept drift is likely to occur and sets the warning signal (warn.time ← t), when any R (t) crosses the corresponding warning bounds (warn.bd) for the first time. If any R (t)
reaches the corresponding detection bound (detect.bd), the concept drift is affirmed at (detect.time ← t). Interested readers can refer to [19] for more details. Linear Four Rates Testing (Layer-I Hypothesis Testing) takes as input, data stream {(X t , y t )} ∞ t=1 where X t ∈ R d and y t ∈ {0, 1} and a binary classifierf and returns potential concept drift time {T pot }. Time decaying factors η , warn significance level δ and detect significance level are user defined parameters. The test is initiated by settinĝ 
is updated using the following rule:
The warning and detection are trigged under the following conditions. If ( any R (t) exceeds warn.bd & warn.time is NULL), Then warn.time ← t, Else (no R (t) exceeds warn.bd & warn.time is not NULL) and warn.time ← NULL. The warning bound and detection bound are set as follows:
Once a detection is triggered, i.e., (any R (t) exceeds detect.bd ), detect.time ← t; relearnf using
; return {T pot } ← t.
HLFR includes two modifications to LFR. First, we update the time decaying factor η with 4 :
This adaptation is motivated from the adaptive signal processing domain [8] . The key idea is that once R is increased, the system tends to perform better with recent data, which suggests the feasibility of a larger time decaying factor, and vice versa. Moreover, we made the BoundTable have explicit mathematical expression of only a few parameters by surface fitting to bring the benefit of memory saving and increased table resolution. Numerous experiments (results not shown in this paper) validated the effectiveness of modifications, especially in a low memory environment. Unless otherwise specified, the LFR mentioned in this paper refers to the modified one.
Layer-II Hypothesis Testing
The second-level testing aims at validating detections raised by the Layer-I, as such it is activated only when the Layer-I detection occurs. In particular, we rely on the value T pot provided by the Layer-I testing to partition the streaming observations into two subsequences (aiming at representing observations before and after the suspected drift instant T pot ) and then we elect to another statistical hypothesis test for comparing the inherent properties of these two subsequences, assessing possible variations in the joint distribution P (f (X t ), y t ).
In this section, we present the employed permutation test procedure (see Algorithm 2) . Permutation tests are theoretically well founded and do not require a priori information about the monitored process or nature of the drift [6] . The only thing we want to put emphasis on is that the selection of test statistic (or quantity) used at the Layer-II should be strictly related to that used at the Layer-I. To this end, we choose zero-one loss over the ordered train-test split, as our test statistic in the Layer-II testing. Zero-one loss is easy to calculate and also directly related to aforementioned four rates. The intuition behind this scheme is that if no concept drift has occurred, the prediction loss on the ordered split should not deviate too much from that of the shuffled splits, especially if the learning algorithm has algorithmic stability.
Algorithm 2 Permutation Test (Layer-II)
Require: Potential drift time T pot ; Permutation window size W ; Algorithm A; Permutation number P ; Significant rate η. Ensure: Test decision (Is T pot T rue or F alse?).
1: S ord ← streaming segment before T pot of length W . 2: S ord ← streaming segment after T pot of length W . 3: Train classifier f ord at S ord using A. 4: Test classifier f ord at S ord to get the zero-one lossÊ ord . 5: for t = 1 to P do 6:
Train classifier f i at S i using A.
8:
Test classifier f i at S i to get the zero-one lossÊ i . 9: end for 10: if
decision←T rue 12: else 13: decision←F alse 14: end if 15: return decision
Experiments
Four sets of experiments are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of HLFR over baseline approaches. First, we demonstrate the benefits of a twolayered architecture for concept drift detection over singlelayer-based approaches. Second, quantitative metrics and plots are presented to show HLFR's superior performance over bench mark approaches such as DDM [5] , EDDM [1] , DDM-OCI [20] , STEPD [16] and LFR [19] . Third, experiments of HLFR with various classifiers (soft-margin SVM classifier, k-nearest neighbors (KNN) and quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA)) are presented to demonstrate that the superiority of HLFR is independent of the choice of classifiers. Finally, we validate, via the application of spam email filtering, the effectiveness of the proposed HLFR on streaming data classification and the accuracy of its detected concept drift points.
Benefits of a Hierarchical Architecture
Before evaluating the HLFR framework, we evaluated the benefits offered by the proposed hierarchical architecture. Note that the proposed hierarchical architecture may be integrated with an existing concept drift approach, by incorporating the second layer test to reduce false positives. This section compares single-layer-based approaches such as LFR and DDM to its hierarchical architecture counterpart in terms of false positives and false negatives. Even though parameter tuning of single-layer-based approaches (such as, decreasing the warning and detection thresholds of DDM) can be used to control the number of detected potential drift points, the reduction of false positives often comes at the cost of reducing true positives. However, in the hierarchical architecture, for a given parameter setting of the single-layer-based approach, it is often possible to reduce false positives with no decrease in true positives. Comparison between the histogram of detected drift points over USENET1 dataset for LFR [19] , DDM [5] and EDDM [1] combined with permutation test. The red columns denote the group truth of drift points, the blue columns represent the histogram of detected drift points generated from 100 Monte-carlo simulations.
For the purpose of this evaluation, the benchmark USENET1 [12] We considered four learning scenarios of the LFR framework, with warning and detection significant levels set to {δ = 0.01, = 0.001}, {δ = 0.01, = 0.0001}, {δ = 0.01, = 0.00005} and {δ = 0.01, = 0.00001}, respectively. For each of the scenarios, we compared the respective HLFR performance in detecting concept drifts (Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(c)) . Similarly, Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(d) plots the results of the benchmark DDM [5] and EDDM [1] approach for different learning scenarios, along with their respective hierarchical architecture counterpart that used an aditional permutation test layer. The first and third rows of all the subplots are the results of the hierarchical architecture equivalent of the baseline approaches presented in the second and fourth row, respectively.
From Fig. 2 , it can be concluded that the hierarchical architecture presents an intrinsic advantage over singlelayer-based methods. The hierarchical architecture does not influence the performance of given single-layer-based methods if it already perform well and reduces false positives made by the single-layer-based methods. The second-layer test is a flexible module within hierarchical architecture and it can be logically combined with any other single-layer-based method in practice. It is also worth noting that the second-layer test is not limited to permutation test.
Concept Drift Detection with HLFR
In this section, we compare the performance of the HLFR framework against popular concept drift benchmark approaches. Five benchmark algorithms are considered for evaluation: DDM [5] , EDDM [1] , DDM-OCI [20] , STEPD [16] 5 as well as our recently proposed LFR [19] . The datasets used include both synthetic and real world data. Drifts are synthesized in the data, thus controlling ground truth drift points and allowing precise quantitative analysis. During comparison, we set the warning and detection thresholds of DDM (EDDM) to α = 3 (α = 0.95) and β = 2 (β = 0.90), the warning and detection significant levels of STEPD to w = 0.05, d = 0.01 6 , and the parameter of DDM-OCI varies depending on data properties. The warning and detection significant levels of LFR, i.e., δ and , are set to 0.01 and 0.0001, respectively. The significant rate η in HLFR is fixed to 0.05. Quantitative comparison are performed by evaluating detection quality. To this end, a True Positive (T P ) detection is de-fined as a detection within a fixed delay range after the precise concept change time. A False Negative (F N ) is defined as missing a detection within the delay range, and a False Positive (F P ), as a detection outside this range or an extra detection in the range. The detection quality is then measured both by the Recall = T P/(T P + F N ) and Precision = T P/(T P + F P ) of the detector. In the following drift detection tasks the base classifier used is a soft margin SVM with linear kernel (except for USENET1 [12] , where the soft margin SVM with RBF kernel (σ = 1) is selected as the base classifier). The first stream, denoted "SEA" [5] , represents abrupt drift with label noise. This dataset has 60000 examples, 3 attributes. Attributes are numeric between 0 and 10, only two are relevant. There are 4 concepts, 15000 examples each, with different thresholds for the concept function, which if the sum of two relevant features is larger than threshold then example label is 0. Threshold values are 8, 9, 7 and 9.5. The second stream, denoted "Checkerboard" [4] , presents a more challenging concept drift with label noise, where the examples are sampled uniformly from the unit square and the labels are set by a checkerboard with 0.2 tile width. At each concept drift, the checkerboard is rotated by an angle of φ/8 radians. The third stream, the most challenging synthetic dataset, denoted "Rotating hyperplane", constitutes 60000 examples and 5 uniformly-spaced abrupt concept drift points. Within any of the two adjacent abrupt drift points, there are 10000 examples demonstrating a slow gradual concept drift which is specified by the (k,t) pairs, where k denotes the total number of dimensions whose weights are changing and t measures the magnitude of such change in attributes. In our experiments, the (k,t) pairs are set to (2,0.1), (2,0.5), (2,1.0), (5,0.1), (5,0.5) and (5,1.0) successively. The last stream, USENET1 [12] , represents drifts synthesized from real data. Table 1 summarizes the data properties and drift types for each stream 7 . A yes indicates that the stream data have corresponding data property or concept drift type, and vice versa. Clearly, the selected datasets span the breadth of concept drift types. 7 We define high dimensional if the number of attributes of streaming samples, i.e., the dimensionality of Xt, is larger than 10, as majority of benchmark datasets in concept drift detection community is less than 5 [5, 17] . Besides, imbalance means that the ratio of the number of samples in minority class to the number of samples in majority class is less than 20%. Copyright © by SIAM Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited 773 Downloaded 07/27/17 to 132.238.181.189. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php Each stream was independently generated 100 times, and P = 1000 reshuffling splits were used in HLFR. We summarized the detected concept drift detection points for each method over these 100 independent trails. Fig. 3 compares the detection results of the various approaches. As can be seen, HLFR and LFR significantly outperform the other four approaches in terms of their ability to detect concept drifts early. The two approaches also significantly outperform the other approaches by triggering fewer false detections while also missing fewer concept drifts points. HLFR further improves on LFR by reducing even the few false positives triggered by LFR.
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Quantitative evaluations for Precision and Recall are presented in Fig. 4 : the rows correspond to performance measurements and columns to different datasets. The detection Precision is significantly improved with HLFR while the Recall of HLFR and LFR are similar (except for Rotating hyperplane dataset). This is not surprising, as the purpose of Layer-II test serves to confirm or deny the potentiality of layer-I detection results. Layer-II cannot compensate for the errors of missing a detection made by Layer-I test. The relatively lower Recall is explained by the fact that Layer-II test is conservative, i.e., it may deny true positives although the probability is very low. STEPD seems to provide much better Recall on SEA and Rotating hyperplane datasets. However, the results are meaningless in practice as it triggers significantly more false alarms (as seen in the fifth row of Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(c) ). Additionally, the detection Precision of STEPD on these two datasets are consistently less than 0.15, which further discredits its high Recall values. Table 2 summarizes the detection delays for all competing algorithms, the displayed values outside brackets indicate ensemble averages, while the numbers in brackets denote standard deviations. The results of quantitative evaluations corroborate the qualitative observations. (423) 57 (58) 140 (118) 19 (7) 3.3 Performance of HLFR is Independent of the Classifier In this section, we show that the superiority of HLFR over other approaches is independent of the classifier. To this end, instead of using a soft-margin SVM, two different other classifiers, i.e., k-nearest neighbor (KNN) classifier and quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA), are applied separately on all the competing algorithms. Fig.  5 shows the concept drift detection results over USENET1 dataset and Checkerboard datasets using these two classifiers, which, obviously, coincide with the simulation results in Section 3.2. HLFR consistently produces the best performance when compared to the baseline approaches. Note that, although almost all the methods perform poorly on the Checkerboard dataset using the QDA classifier, only HLFR can provide reasonable detection results on the third, fifth, sixth and seventh drifts. 3.4 Classification With Concept Drift Using HLFR Finally, we present the effectiveness of the proposed HLFR on the real-world problem pertaining to classification of streaming data with concept drifts. To this end, a case study is performed on a representative realworld concept drifting dataset from the email domain. The Spam filtering dataset [11] , consisting of 9324 instances and 500 attributes is used. The spam ratio is approximately 20%. It has been demonstrated that spam filtering dataset contains natural concept drifts [11, 10] . A soft-margin SVM classifier is generated from the training dataset and evaluated (also adapted) on the test dataset. The DDM-OCI performance has been omitted only for the reason that it fails to detect any "reasonable" concept drift points.
On Parameter Tuning and Experimental Setting. A common phenomenon for classification of real world streaming data with concept drifts and temporal depenCopyright © by SIAM Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited 774 Downloaded 07/27/17 to 132.238.181.189. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php dency is that "the more random change alarms the classifier fires, the better the accuracy [22] ". Thus, to provide a fair comparison, the parameters of all competing algorithms are tuned to detect similar number of concept drifts (except for LFR [19] , where slightly more potential drift points are allowed). Table 3 summarized the key parameters regarding significant levels (or thresholds) of different algorithms. An extensive search for an appropriate partition of training set and testing set was performed based on the two criterions: 1) the training set is sufficient to achieve "significant" classification performance on both majority and minority classes; and 2) there is no strong autocorrelations in the classification residual sequence of training set. With these two considerations, the length of training set is set to 600. [11] , in which the k-means and expectation maximization (EM) clustering algorithms have been applied to the conceptual vectors of spam filtering dataset. According to [11] , there are three dominating clusters (i.e., concepts) distributed in different time periods and concept drifts occurred approximately in the neighbors of point 200 in Region I, point 8000 in Region III, the ending location (point 1800) of Region I as well as the start and ending locations (point 2300 and 6200) of Region II. Besides, there are many abrupt drifts in the Region II. A possible reason for these abrupt and frequent drifts may be batches of outliers or noisy messages. Obviously, the detection results of HLFR best matches these descriptions, except that it missed a potential drift point around point 1800. LFR detected this point, but it also adds some false positives. Other methods, such as DDM or EDDM, not only miss obvious drift points, but also reporte unreasonable drift locations in Region I or Region III.
To further bridge the connections between our detection results and clustering results in [11] , a recently developed measurement -Kappa Plus Statistic (KPS) [2, 23] -have been proposed. KPS, defined as κ + = p0−p e 1−p e , aims to evaluate data stream classifier performance taken into account temporal dependence as well as the effectiveness (or rationality) of classifier adaptation, where p 0 is the classifier's prequential accuracy and p e is the accuracy of No-Change classifier. We segment the training set to approximately 30 periods. The KPS prequential representation over these periods is shown in Fig. 7 . As can be seen, the HLFR adaptation is most effective in period 1-5 but suffer from a performance drop on period 6-10. These observations coincide with the detection results, as HLFR accurately detected the first drift point with no false positives in Region I, but missed a target in Region II.
Regarding the problem of streaming data classification, several different quantitative measurements were used for a thorough evaluation. First, while overall accuracy (OAC) is an important and commonly used metric, it is not an adequate evaluation measure for streaming data classification (especially for imbalanced data). Therefore, we also included the F-measure and minority class Gmean value. All metrics are obtained at each time step, creating a time-series representation (just like learning curves in the general field of adaptive learning systems [9] ). Fig. 8 plots the time series representations of OAC, F-measure and G-mean in the learning scenario. It is easy to summarize some key observations from these figures: 1) There are severe concept drifts in the given data, as the performance of a non-adaptive classifier deteriorate significantly as time evolves. 2) HLFR typically provides a significant improvement in F-measure and G-mean compared to its DDM, EDDM and LFR counterparts, while maintaining good accuracy. 3) STEPD seems to demonstrate the best overall classification performance in this case, but HLFR provides more accurate (or rational) concept drift detections which coincide with cluster assignments results in [11] . 
Conclusions
This paper presents a novel concept drift detection framework (HLFR) that detects concept drifts for different data stream distributions (including imbalanced data) by leveraging a hierarchical set of hypothesis tests in an online setting. Using permutation test in the second layer, HLFR can significantly reduce false alarms. Experimental results show HLFR significantly outperforming benchmark approaches in terms of accuracy, G-mean, recall and delay in detection of concept drift across the various datasets.
